Introduction

This comment addresses the recently proposed rules for transmission investment and transmission cost allocation (TCA) as offered for the restructured electricity market in New England.\(^1\) The basic theme is that the TCA proposal is both inconsistent with the new market design in New England and not supported by the TCA proposal’s own analysis. Rather, the TCA proposal reflects an earlier market design not consistent with open access or market-driven incentives. The principles and policies embodied in the TCA proposal would have far-reaching effects that would compromise the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s efforts to improve electricity market design. The result would place growing pressure on regulators to manage markets in an effort to counteract the unintended consequences.

Electricity restructuring requires new institutions and new market designs. New transmission access, operation and investment rules are fundamental to the new structure. As the Commission has illustrated in its own analyses of the requirements of good market design, consistency among the major elements is a key requirement for success.\(^2\) Seemingly innocuous decisions affecting one part of the design may have major impacts on other aspects of the system. In the previous world with regulated, vertically integrated monopolies, central control could and did overcome inconsistencies in the incentives in different parts. Hence, an analysis of the interaction of the incentives was less essential. But in the restructured electricity markets, a key purpose is to allow for greater decentralization of production, consumption and, most importantly, investment decisions. Much of good market design isolates the minimum required central coordination (e.g., system operation) and defines how to provide incentives (e.g., prices) to sustain decentralized individual decisions. A challenge for regulators is to design these rules and incentives to support open access and non-discrimination while allowing for efficient market-based choices.


The TCA proposal fails to meet this challenge for three main reasons as discussed below. First, the proposal implicitly embraces a principle of cost allocation that is inconsistent with efficient markets. Second, the proposal does not adequately address the interaction among demand, generation and transmission investments. Third, the proposal does not offer a principled means to demarcate market-based investment and regulatory investment under conditions of market failure. Remedying these defects would point to a different set of investment rules and cost allocations consistent with the Commission’s own analysis supporting its Whole Power Market Platform.

**Principles of Cost Allocation**

The TCA proposal applies many principles that are easily accepted, but there are two implicit principles that need attention by the Commission. In particular, the TCA proposal emphasizes the difficulty of matching the cost allocation with benefits when the ex post benefits and beneficiaries are not know with certainty. In contrast to the ideas underlying the Commission’s proposal for participant funding, the TCA proposal builds its main case for a socialized or rolled-in cost allocation rule by arguing that in most instances the beneficiaries are likely to change in unexpected ways and, therefore, it is appropriate to spread the costs equally across everyone in the expectation that in the end everything will even out.

Note that this argument is not the same as saying that a particular investment was expected to have multiple beneficiaries and, therefore, the allocation of costs should be shared across the beneficiaries according to the expected (in the sense of average) benefits. Under participant funding, it would be quite reasonable for the cost-benefit analysis that would accompany a decision to go forward with a transmission investment to identify different beneficiaries with varying expected benefits. The associated cost allocation, made in principle at the time of the investment decision, would assign costs according to some rule that matched costs to expected benefits. By contrast, the TCA proposal argues to socialize the costs beyond the expected beneficiaries.

To illustrate, suppose we applied the TCA logic to time-shared condominiums on Cape Cod. As everyone knows, Cape Cod in the summer is highly congested, and in the winter the Cape is essentially deserted. In large part this depends on the weather, and even the off-season during winter weeks can be wonderful. Following the TCA logic, since the weather can change, time slots in the summer and winter should be charged the same. This would be hard to enforce in the condominium market, but if we had a condominium regulator it might make the regulator’s life easier if she could compel investment in condominiums under this cost allocation rule. It certainly would appeal to the parties snagging time during the summer weeks.

It is true that the weather could change from season to season and year to year, but it is not hard to argue that the condominium investment cost allocation could be different for a summer or winter week. Similarly, under participant funding for transmission investments the beneficiaries might be different at different times, and it
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would be possible to assign the costs according to the expected benefits. In other words, uncertainty about benefits does not mean ignorance about benefits.

Another implication of the TCA analysis goes even further. The TCA proposal’s argument is that anything other than equal sharing of costs would require that after conditions had unexpectedly changed “costs would either have to be reallocated, causing uncertainty and instability for investors and customers, or the costs would continue for a group that may no longer receive any special benefit while others get a ‘free ride.’ Either of these consequences is undesirable.” In other words, if investors in the prospective condominium development pay more for a summer than a winter week, a rainy summer and a balmy winter would require either a reallocation of the costs or there would be winners and losers, and ‘either of these consequences is undesirable.’ The bad effect is simply asserted, but the assertion needs examination.

In the real condominium market, of course, prices before the fact would be different for investors in summer and winter weeks. Depending on later conditions, investors would be more or less content with their choices, but would not expect to revisit the investment decision. Similarly, investments in electricity generation or demand-side efficiency improvements would reflect the expected benefits. Changing conditions could make for high or low returns on the electricity investments, but there would be no expectation that generators or consumers could request a later cost reallocation to protect their investment returns. And this consequence is neither undesirable nor unanticipated.

To the contrary, a principal motivation for electricity restructuring is to move investment decisions away from central control and towards market choices where the risks balance with the rewards. The existence of winners and losers is part of the fabric of the discipline of the market, and removing that discipline would seem on its face to be counterproductive in the case of either condominiums or generating plants.

There is an important difference between transmission investments under the TCA proposal and generation or efficiency investments. Payment for the included regulated transmission investments would be mandatory under the coercive power of regulation. By contrast, generation and efficiency investments are voluntary under the market design. However, this difference in kind does not dictate that costs should be shared equally for transmission. The primary significance of the difference is that equal cost sharing could not be sustained in a voluntary market. Hence, equal cost sharing requires regulation. But a goal of regulation should be a transmission cost allocation rule consistent with the rest of the market design. An efficient cost allocation would even have as a goal an approximation of a market outcome were the investment made without the market failure that leads to the need for regulation. Hence, regulation need not require equal cost sharing.
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5 The TCA proposal examples illustrate that uncertainty about benefits and beneficiaries is not restricted to transmission, but applies as well to generation and efficiency investments. For instance, see the analysis of the effects of changing oil and gas prices in March 2003, p. 14.
The Commission’s own argument for the principle of participant funding rejected the notion that regulation requires socialization of costs beyond the expected beneficiaries. The TCA proposal carries with it an argument strongly at odds with the Commission’s stated view of participant funding. It is one thing to claim that there is uncertainty in benefits and difficulty in making cost allocations. It is quite another to go the extra steps to suggest that regulated investment cannot give rise to winners and losers, and that for all regulated investments the expected benefits and beneficiaries are so amorphous as to make any reasonable cost allocation impossible.

Transmission investments do have some unique features, and probably are more prone to the effects of market failures. However, analysis of these conditions leads to a different result than socialization of all regulated transmission investment costs.

**Interaction Among Investments**

Transmission investments cannot be analyzed in isolation from generation and efficiency investment rules and incentives. A goal of electricity restructuring is to leave most if not all investments in generation and efficiency to market forces. Under an efficient market design, of the type recently put in place in New England, locational marginal prices (LMP) and the associated settlements system provide market signals about when and where to generate and consume electricity. Further, expectations about the future course of these prices should provide the major signal and incentives to guide market participants in deciding on when and where to make generation and efficiency investments.

The new market design in New England is being refined to improve price determination to provide a more faithful representation of opportunity costs and scarcity in energy and operating reserves. There is market power monitoring and mitigation for the energy and reserves market. And there is a generation capacity requirement that is not quite consistent with this market design. But for the present discussion, these are second order issues. To a first approximation, the market design presupposes that the when and where of generation and efficiency investments will be driven by market signals, and investors will both reap the rewards and bear the risks of these investments.

There is a strong interaction among transmission, generation and efficiency investments. But the relationship is not so simple as straight competition for investment dollars. There is a mixture of substitutes and complements. When considering delivery to a load center, distant generation and efficiency investments require transmission to move from the source of available energy to the consumption destination. Therefore, such generation and efficiency investments are complements of transmission. The distant generation or efficiency combined with transmission then substitute for generation or efficiency investments at the load center. The mix of complements and substitutes can be complicated by many network interactions under the general topic of loop flow or the requirements of voltage support. But it is too simple to say that transmission is either only a substitute or a complement. Transmission complements some electricity investments and substitutes for others.

It follows that transmission investment rules and cost allocations can have a significant effect on the incentives for investment in generation and efficiency. If we socialize the cost of transmission investments, the result would tip incentives towards
more of those generation and efficiency investments that were transmission complements. At the same time, socializing the cost of transmission investments would blunt the incentives for load center efficiency or distributed generation investments that would be transmission substitutes. The problem then is not merely selecting the efficient level of transmission investment. Even with the right level and investments, socialization of costs could alter, perhaps substantially, the mix and location of generation and efficiency investments that we seek to leave to the market. As evidence of the importance of this effect, recall that socialization of transmission congestion costs and the resulting impact on the locational distribution of generation investment (too much generation investment at locations distant from loads) was at the heart of the earlier problems in New England that precipitated the reforms in market design recently implemented.6

This fact of strong interaction among the investments, but not in a simple way, supports the argument above that a goal of regulated transmission cost allocation should be to approximate a market-like outcome. To the extent this could be achieved, the more justified would be the related goal of leaving generation and efficiency investments to decentralized decisions made in response to market incentives.

**Market Failure, Investment and Cost Allocation**

Market failure complicates the interaction among investments and is complicated by cost allocation rules. A summary of the issues sets the stage for considering the requirements for regulated investment and cost recovery.7 The attraction of markets with voluntary investment in generation and efficiency may apply as well to transmission investment. The LMPs provide pricing for transmission congestion that creates market incentives. Accompanying these incentives are property rights that reflect the opportunity cost of congestion when using the grid. The locational marginal pricing and financial transmission rights (FTR) recently put in place in New England provide just such a market incentive package. Merchant transmission investments could be made based on these market incentives and rights alone.

However, as the both the Commission and the TCA proposal recognize, transmission has characteristics of that may cause markets to fail.8 The principal argument is that large scale transmission investments would necessarily exhibit economies of scale and scope, making it difficult to capture the benefits. The economies of scale would mean that investment would produce such large changes in market prices that the resulting FTR property rights would not be valuable enough to justify the
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investment. And the economies of scope mean that the benefits not captured by the investment would be so broadly dispersed that there would be too many free riders and the investment could not go forward.

The argument for centrally directed transmission investment and its associated regulated cost allocation is to overcome these market failures. Immediately this raises questions about the proper mix of regulated and market investments, and how to draw the line.

In evaluating the possible answers, it is important to remember the context of electricity restructuring. A major premise of restructuring away from central command and control is that markets would make superior investment decisions. Other things being equal, market participants spending their own money would be better overall in balancing risks and rewards than would central planners spending other people’s money. Were this not the case, there would be less need to restructure at all. We could simply let the central planners gather the facts and dictate the investment.

This market versus regulatory divide is narrow when the planner and the market agree on the worthy investments. The interesting case is when the planner and the market disagree. In essence electricity restructuring embodies a default rule. The planner might be right, but experience suggests that the market may have a better ability to innovate with alternatives or a better balance of risk and reward. When the planner and the market disagree, defer to the market.

When other things are not equal, because of market failure, the issue becomes more complicated. Here the different investment choices may flow from the market failure, and not just from better information about alternatives or a preferred balancing of risks and rewards. This suggests that part of the task of drawing the line must be in identifying first if there is a substantial market failure.

The TCA proposal draws the line with an implicit definition of market failure. In effect, the TCA proposal defines market failure as a failure of the market to make the investments preferred by the central planner! Any investment that the central planner deems worthy would be mandated and virtually all would be socialized if the market investors did not step forward. “Only when the market fails to respond to identified needs do regulated transmission solutions go forward. Only those regulated transmission solutions that provide a regional benefit will receive regional cost support.”

This turns the presumption of electricity restructuring on its head. And it points down the slippery slope towards more and more decisions migrating from markets to planners. Other than an assertion that we need not look behind that curtain, there is no analysis or principle in the TCA proposal that would preclude the same policy for
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generation or efficiency investments. Quite the opposite, given the TCA presumption and proposal it would be logical to extend the rule to all forms of investment in generation and efficiency. If the TCA proposal is correct in its analysis, a fundamental premise of electricity restructuring itself is a mistake.

Short of this conclusion, there must be some principle that could demarcate the boundary between merchant and regulated investments. The Commission faces two tasks here. First, recognize that the demarcation for transmission will inevitably spread to other investments. Second, draw the line and allocate the costs consistent with the underlying problem and market design.

There is an alternative available that meets these tests and is only a modest extension of the policy the Commission proposed for participant funding. In essence, the transmission market design should explicitly apply the market failure argument to provide a consistent market failure test.

Transmission Market Design

Transmission market design should be consistent with the overall electricity market design. Under the market design of the Commission’s Whole Power Market Platform, transmission investments that expand capacity would create incremental FTRs that could be awarded along with the investment. The investment should reduce total congestion costs but may not have a major impact on prices. The outcome depends on many factors such as the net response of supply and demand throughout the grid. Added to contracts for long term power, the net effect could be that the benefits could be captured my merchant investments.

Even in the case where a large cumulative transmission investment might have a material effect on prices, merchant transmission investments might suffice if the investments could be made cost effectively in small increments. The investment criterion should be to balance marginal benefits with marginal costs, which could be done with merchant investments even if total benefits might be much greater than total costs.

There may be some transmission projects that might not be appropriate for merchant investment. The conditions required would include some form of market failure. Broadly there are two categories of market failures discussed. First, there might be benefits that would not be priced in the market. For example, some local voltage support contributions might be difficult to include in LMPs or the LMPs might be constrained by price caps. The benefits might be sufficient to justify the transmission investment even if market value of the incremental FTRs would not. These are the kinds of investments often described as ‘reliability’ investments needed to meet certain grid standards even though they do relatively little to reduce normal congestion or improve economics for services priced in the market. The typical alternative to the investment
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would be local load shedding, so the beneficiaries could be identified even though the
benefits might not be priced in the market.\footnote{12}{The definition depends on the market design. For example, absent price caps and with complete
demand bidding there might not be any need for so-called reliability investments.}

The more common source of market failure would be for large scale projects that
are inherently lumpy, so that the investment comes only in the large size. The big, lumpy
project would have normal economic benefits and a material impact on market prices.
The ex post value of FTRs might not be sufficient to justify the transmission investment
even the total benefits might be greater than the total cost.

This then suggests principles that would distinguish merchant and regulated
transmission investments. For reliability investments, there must be plausible conditions
where there would be no possible redisplay at any cost that would preclude local load
shedding. The incremental FTRs created, if any, would not be sufficient to support the
return on investment. These reliability investments would be rather limited and focused
on grid standards that cannot be modeled explicitly in a normal economic dispatch or
where prices could not reflect the value of the reliability. Similarly, for investments
driven by economics that could be priced in the market, the transmission investments
should be large and lumpy enough that the incremental FTRs could not capture enough of
the benefits to justify the investment costs.

The same logic would apply to generation and efficiency investments. However,
there would not be the same problem of slipping back to central-planning-for-everything
simply because few if any generation investments, and virtually no imaginable efficiency
investments, would ever have such large economies of scale that they would suffer from
these problems of market failure.

The test should be workable because part of the requirement for regulated
transmission investments would be precisely to do a cost-benefit analysis. As a by
product, the analysis would almost necessarily estimate the expected LMPs and the
resulting value of any incremental FTRs. The TCA proposal argues that this would be
contentious and subject to challenge. But it is inherent that the uncertainty around the
estimates of benefits and the estimates of the value of the FTRs would go hand in hand.
It should be no more or less difficult to determine whether the large-scale-and-lumpy test
had been met than to determine that the expected cost-benefit test had been met.

Of course, there could be circumstances with no identifiable market failure and
cost benefit analysis seems to justify the investment, but no merchant investment is
forthcoming. In this case, the principle would be to defer to the market and not simply
assume the central plan must always be correct. Absent identifiable conditions leading to
market failure, not just that the market and the planner disagree, the treatment of
transmission investments would be the same as the treatment of generation and efficiency
investments.

This line between merchant and regulated transmission investments would define
a workable demarcation between those transmission investments that would be left to the
market and those that would be mandated by regulators for construction and cost
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12 The definition depends on the market design. For example, absent price caps and with complete
demand bidding there might not be any need for so-called reliability investments.
allocation. This would then lead to the need for principles of cost allocation for the regulated investment. The TCA proposal applies a binary simplification of the spectrum of possibilities. At one end of the spectrum is the simplest case of the radial line where it should be easy to isolate the beneficiaries, and this is the local benefit exception. Everything else would be socialized (rolled in) across all customers in the grid.

The reality of transmission investments is more spread across the spectrum of possible cost allocations. For example, while customers in generation surplus regions may see some benefits on some occasions from the grid enhancement, it is unlikely that the expected benefits looking forward would be anywhere near those of the customers in the generation deficit region to which the increased transmission capacity would carry the power.

The cost-benefit analysis required for regulated investments inherently includes an estimate of the impact of transmission on different parts of the system and, therefore, an estimate of the distribution of expected benefits going forward. The TCA proposal acknowledges this reality but then argues that finding the right place in the spectrum to place the cost allocation would be even more contentious. The essence of the argument is that the total benefits may be relatively insensitive to assumptions, but the distribution of benefits would be both more uncertain and more contentious. “There will certainly be cost and planning studies that identify undeniably that net benefits will result from proposed upgrades. Details concerning alternative data input and assumptions are not likely to change those conclusions about net regional benefits. The same cannot be said, however, if these data and assumptions are used to assign costs intra-regionally.”

Hence, since we can’t be sure about the winter or summer time slots for the Cape Cod condominium investment, we should assume that they are the same. The uncertainty about being exactly right in the cost allocation should be exchanged for a certainty that we are exactly wrong.

This is a great leap in logic that is unlikely to be universally true and, in any event, is subject to empirical test. If it were true that for a particular investment in the grid a small and reasonable change in parameters could leave the total benefits unaffected, but dramatically change the distribution of benefits, this should be demonstrable. Further, the demonstration alone would be a principal source of information for calculating the expected (in the sense of average) distribution of benefits for the cost allocation going forward.

Simply saying that the system is integrated does not prove that beneficiaries cannot be identified, however imperfectly. And the impact on the rest of the market could be important. Every cost allocation creates incentives for other investments. Picking the wrong cost allocation may look simpler in the particular case, but the downstream effects on other transmission, generation and efficiency investments could easily be much more problematic.

Furthermore, from the analysis supporting its own participant funding proposals, the Commission should recognize the flaws in the TCA proposal would be even more apparent if the logic were more broadly applied. Recall the agony of the debate about postage stamp transmission access charges, which are like the rolled-in cost allocation. Postage stamp proposals then serve as a principal obstacle for creating larger regional transmission organizations. Only when the Commission adopted license plate rates, that kept the costs more with the beneficiaries, could larger regions go forward. By the TCA logic, as the regional market expands, so too should the transmission investment cost spreading. With no principled choice in the spectrum of possibilities, the only logical endpoint would be local benefit allocation for radial lines and one giant rolled-in allocation for the national grid. Whatever the appeal of that “simple” policy, it is clear that regulators would soon be fully engaged in deciding on the location and mix of generation and efficiency investments with the associated socialization of the costs. The market would be left to handling short-term operations.

Conclusion

New England had been heading towards a cost allocation more consistent with the Commission’s logic for efficient markets. The Commission’s participant funding principle would be consistent with the efficient market design in New England. The revised TCA proposal here is a product of frustration in negotiating a meaningful participant funding rule. Were the impacts only to shift the allocation of sunk costs, the debate among winners and losers would be of less concern to the Commission. But this case is something much different. The TCA proposal is really a rule for making and allocating future investments. The incentive effects then loom large. Taken literally, the TCA logic provides a formula for overturning a fundamental premise of electricity restructuring. Given the TCA proposal, there would be a strong argument for reintroducing regulatory control over all major investment decisions in the electricity system with a corresponding socialization of the costs. By contrast, the Commission’s participant funding proposal for allocating the costs to the beneficiaries could adopt a line between merchant and regulated investments and then allocate regulated costs in a manner workably compatible for the restructured electricity market.
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TRANSMISSION MARKET DESIGN

William W. Hogan

Coordinated electricity spot markets support open access to existing transmission grids. Associated financial transmission rights provide a key ingredient for long-term contracting and property rights for grid expansion. Design of a mixed system of merchant and regulated transmission investment presents a challenge for regulators and market participants. With the right choice, merchant transmission investment could play a significant but not exclusive role in efficient transmission expansion. With the wrong choice, the unintended consequences could undermine the whole foundation of electricity market restructuring.

“The Commission proposes to provide new choices through a flexible transmission service, and an open and transparent spot market design that provides the right pricing signals for investment in transmission and generation facilities, as well as investment in demand reduction.”¹

INTRODUCTION

Transmission policy stands at the center of electricity market design. The special complexities of electric power transmission require nothing less than a paradigm shift in order to support a restructured competitive electricity market. The change in perspective is captured in the seeming oxymoron of “coordination for competition.” Unlike for other commodities, successful electricity markets require new institutional infrastructure with a visible hand to support competition. Given a coordinated spot market with consistent pricing, most decisions can be left to market participants. Building on this spot market design, it is possible to create new forms of property rights and allow private responses to price incentives to drive most operating and investment decisions.

Reliance on market participants to make most or all investment decisions for generation and demand alternatives seems both natural and much like other normal markets. Extending this same policy to the realm of transmission investments is less obviously easy and may in some cases be problematic. The result has been a growing controversy about the relative roles of merchant and regulated transmission investment, and about the implied proper policy for the transmission investment part of the overall electricity market design.

The purpose here is to summarize the main developments that build on a coordinated spot market and point to the use of market incentives to facilitate transmission investment. The focus is on a line of argument that points to a critical choice that must be made for transmission investment policy, drawing a line between

¹ FERC SMD NOPR, July 31, 2002, p. 3.
merchant and regulated investment. The choice could reverberate throughout the rest of electricity market design. With the right choice, merchant transmission investment could play a significant but not exclusive role in efficient transmission expansion. With the wrong choice, the unintended consequences could undermine the whole foundation of electricity market restructuring.

STANDARD MARKET DESIGN

The core elements of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC) Standard Market Design Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (SMD NOPR)² target the essential requirements for a competitive electricity market.³ The twin principles of open access and non-discrimination require fundamental change in the rules and organization of the electricity system. When coupled with the objective of achieving an economically efficient electricity system, these principles lead inexorably to the requirements for a standard market design. Standardization is important for the obvious effect of reducing "seams" issues between regions and markets. Less obviously, but even more importantly, certain critical market activities require standardization in order to support efficient operation with open access and non-discrimination in an electricity market.

The market cannot solve the problem of market design. The FERC provides an accurate description of the problems inherent in the large externalities of transmission usage and a sound solution in the application of the necessary coordination in support of a market. In each region, an Independent Transmission Provider (ITP) must administer a single tariff and operate the transmission system to support certain essential services. The critical centerpiece of the design is a coordinated spot market for energy and ancillary services. This spot market employs the framework of a bid-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch with locational marginal cost pricing (LMP). The framework includes bilateral contracts with a transmission usage charge for each transaction based on the difference of the locational prices at the points of input and withdrawal.

This centerpiece of the SMD framework builds on the analysis found in FERC’s previous orders on Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) and supports additional features such as financial transmission rights and license plate transmission access charges. A good design for the spot market can facilitate long-term bilateral contracting or support market participants self supplying to meet their own loads, arrangements that could constitute the bulk of energy transactions. Given the incentives from locational pricing, there is a natural market stimulus to sustain generation and demand-side investments. In addition, the creation of financial transmission rights provides further opportunities and incentives for market participants to undertake transmission expansion.


At great expense, the United States has gone through an extended period of experimentation with designs for market institutions for the electricity system. There have been notable successes, as in the Eastern Independent System Operators (ISOs)\(^4\), as well as notable failures.\(^5\) These experiments have been punctuated by major decisions by the FERC that advanced the development of an open access regime and efficient electricity markets. However, faced with sharply conflicting views across the industry, FERC’s vision had not previously been sufficiently complete or clear.

The notable failures in electricity markets brought the nation to a crossroads in electricity restructuring, with some voices urging a halt or retreat out of fear that the failures will be replicated elsewhere. Learning from these failures is essential, but turning back would be the wrong lesson, and standing still is not tenable. The FERC must move forward with the core elements of SMD. The nature of the electricity system requires an ITP’s visible hand to coordinate the markets and assure reliability.

By now, the costly experiments have made plain that certain fundamentals are necessary for a successful electricity market. These are the elements at the core of the SMD framework, and the elements often absent in the failed experiments. An independent entity operating with the protocols of a coordinated real-time spot market
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\(^4\) The ITP is the new name for the ISO, or the RTO. There are differences in meanings, but here we treat the terms as interchangeable.

with consistent locational pricing to reflect the actual limitations of energy availability and transmission constraints is first among these necessary elements. This by itself is not sufficient for a successful energy market. But we know from both theory and experience that it is necessary.

This core market design includes financial transmission rights as a central element playing a role in protecting economic uses of the existing grid and providing a foundation for transmission investment.

FINANCIAL TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

Given the core elements of the SMD structure, the natural definition of transmission rights is financial and closely related to the net revenues collected by the system operator in the balancing and short-term transmission market. In the presence of electrical losses and congestion, the revenues collected under an LMP model would be greater than the payments to participants. This net revenue is sometimes referred to as the merchandising surplus, congestion rent or other similar terms. More precisely, under the framework of bid-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch the net revenue difference is simply the inframarginal rent on losses and transmission constraints. This source of revenue is critical in designing and understanding the nature of financial transmission rights (FTRs).

There has been a great deal of debate about the nature of transmission rights, starting with the fictional contract path and ending with FTRs. It is to be hoped that the SMD NOPR marks the conclusion of that costly and sometimes confused conversation. In its most turbulent stages, there were many attempts to argue that transmission rights should be defined as “physical,” meaning that somehow the actual flow of power
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6 The many FERC orders and market designs have produced a proliferation of terms for essentially the same ideas. In the case of financial transmission rights, which might include the effect of losses, we have a generic name. These are very similar to Congestion Revenue Rights (CRR) and Transmission Congestion Contracts (TCC). For most purposes here, the terms are interchangeable.
would be constrained by the rights acquired, and schedulers would have to match the schedules and rights. The hope was that these physical rights would provide the mechanism of coordination rather than the coordinated spot market of the system operator. In the real system, this would be simply unworkable. Hence, other common proposals have been to socialize some or all transmission congestion costs in order to make it possible to ignore the real network and define simple transmission rights divorced from reality. Inevitably, the socialization of costs would create perverse incentives in a market. It took a while, but at least for the moment these ideas appear to have fallen of their own weight.\(^7\)

As the debate moved beyond these unworkable physical models, there was an extended discussion about the nature of different financial transmission rights. Here too we find more than a little confusion lingering in the conversation. Although the details can be important, particularly when dealing with losses and unbalanced rights, for the present discussion, it is possible to reduce the choices to the elements of a simple two-by-two matrix. A cursory summary of a much more extensive analysis of FTRs provides the backdrop for a discussion of the rules for transmission investment.\(^8\)

The starting point is the bid-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad B(d) - C(g) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad y = d - g, \\
& \quad L(y, u) + t'y = 0, \\
& \quad K(y, u) \leq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Here the vector \(y = d - g\) is the net load at each location, the difference of demand and generation. The variables in \(U\) represent various controls used by the system operator. The objective is the bid-based net benefit function as the difference in the bid-benefit for demand and the bid-cost for generation. The constraints balance actual losses \(L\) and net load \(t'y\). The (many) contingency limits define the security constraints in \(K\). The constraints are a complex function of transmission flows and other factors.\(^9\) The corresponding multipliers or shadow prices for the constraints would be \((p, \lambda, \eta)\) for net loads, reference bus energy and transmission constraints, respectively.


\[^8\] For a further discussion, see William W. Hogan, "Financial Transmission Right Formulations," Center for Business and Government, Harvard University, March 31, 2002.

\[^9\] For simplicity of exposition, the constraints treat only net loads. Some constraints may have separate effects for load and generation. This would lead to different prices for load and generation at the same location, but that is not important for the present discussion.
With the optimal solution \((d^*, g^*, y^*, u^*)\) and the associated shadow prices, we have the vector of location prices \(p^*\) as:

\[
p^* = \nabla B\left(d^*\right) = \nabla C\left(g^*\right) = \lambda d^* + \lambda \nabla L_y\left(y^*, u^*\right) + \eta' \nabla K_y\left(y^*, u^*\right).
\] (2)

Therefore, locational prices equal the marginal benefit of demand, which equals the marginal cost of generation, which in turn equals the reference price of energy plus the marginal cost of losses and congestion.

### Financial Transmission Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Point-to-Point</th>
<th>Flowgate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obligations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{\text{Destination}} - P_{\text{Source}})</td>
<td>(\sum \eta f_{\text{flowgate}}), (\eta = \text{shadow price}), (f_{\text{flowgate}} \geq 0), the flowgate amount.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrated in PJM, New York</td>
<td>Too complicated to use?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Options</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\max(0, P_{\text{Destination}} - P_{\text{Source}}))</td>
<td>(\sum \eta f_{\text{flowgate}}), (\eta = \text{shadow price}), (f_{\text{flowgate}} \geq 0), the flowgate amount.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More complicated to evaluate simultaneous feasibility.</td>
<td>Too complicated to use?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this terminology, the alternatives for financial transmission rights consist of four types as shown in the above figure. The column dimensions refer to point-to-point (PTP) and flowgate definitions. The row dimensions refer to obligations and options. Consider first the PTP obligation. Here the FTR for 1 MW applies to a source and a destination, and the holder of the right receives a payment equal to the difference in the prices in the coordinated spot market. The obligation feature refers to the possibility that the payment may be negative. Whether positive or negative, the PTP obligation is a perfect hedge when matched with an actual power flow. The flow is charged at the difference in the locational prices and the FTR pays out the same difference in the prices. If the set of PTP obligations is simultaneously feasible, then there is revenue adequacy in the sense that under mild regularity conditions the net revenues from the actual
coordinated spot market would always be sufficient to cover the net payments under the FTRs.\textsuperscript{10}

Importantly the PTP definition says nothing about the actual path of the power flow. The definition is the same whether the source and destination are connected by a single line or a complex network. As discussed below, the PTP obligation is inherently simple to implement, and it has been the initial form of FTRs in the successful markets of PJM and New York and is part of the new system in New England.\textsuperscript{11}

For loads wishing to hedge purchase contracts with generators, the PTP obligation would be enough. However, for speculators who do not have such a hedging interest, the possibility of negative payments when price is higher at the source than at the destination creates an expressed interest in defining PTP options. In short, an option involves only a positive payment on the FTR, but if prices reverse there is no obligation to pay.

The PTP option is usually the first idea that comes to mind in defining FTRs. It would be natural to wonder why this has not been the first choice in successful markets.\textsuperscript{12} Although workable in principle, on closer inspection there are problems with the PTP option. For example, PTP obligations easily reconfigure to support a system of trading hubs, whereas PTP options are inherently point-to-point and difficult to reconfigure. For similar reasons, it is easy to decide on a simultaneously feasible allocation of PTP obligations but much more difficult to decide if a collective allocation of PTP options would be revenue adequate. And by construction the option excludes the effects of counterflow that relieves constraints in the network, so fewer options than obligations would be feasible. Given these complications, the first choice for implementation by the PJM, New York and New England ISOs has been PTP obligations.

Motivated by the attempts to develop physical rights, the flowgate idea can be explained in terms of the pricing equation in (2). Ignoring losses, we see from the definition of locational prices that the difference in prices between locations consists of a particular aggregation of the shadow prices times the gradients of the transmission constraints. In other words,

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
\eta' & = p' - p', \quad \eta' = \eta \nabla K_y \left( y', u' \right), \\
\delta' & = (0 \cdots +1 \cdots 0 -1 \cdots 0).
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

Hence, we could decompose the difference in congestion prices into two parts, the amount of impact in the constraints \( \nabla K_y \left( y', u' \right) \delta \), sometimes known as the shift factors, and the shadow prices of the constraints in \( \eta \). The idea would be to define a “flowgate” amount equal to some ex ante amount \( f' \) and then to pay the holder of the right according to the shadow prices on the flowgates.

\textsuperscript{10} There could be excess revenues, reflecting constraints not binding in the allocation of FTRs. This is not critical to the discussion here.

\textsuperscript{11} The new market design largely consistent with the SMD NOPR began operation in New England March 1, 2003.

\textsuperscript{12} A form of option has been implemented without much success, as in California.
In most discussions of flowgates, there is a tendency to think of the flowgate as a transmission line or collection of lines, and the flowgate right is the amount of power that flows over that line. However, in the more sophisticated formulations, each constraint defines a flowgate, and the flowgate right is just the amount of that constraint. If the amount of the flowgate right matches the implied flow of a point-to-point transaction for 1 MW, then

\[ f = \nabla K_y \left( y^*, u^* \right) \delta, \]

\[ p_{\text{Destination}} - p_{\text{Source}} = \eta^f. \] (4)

Under these conditions, the flowgate right would also provide an exact hedge for the point-to-point schedule. However, notice that some of the elements of the vector \( f \) may be negative. Even though the shadow prices would be non-negative, the payments could be negative just as with the PTP obligations. Hence, flowgate rights that are positive or negative for a given constraint would be essentially obligations.

The obvious alternative for flowgate obligations would be to select only the positive value for a particular constraint. Then, with the non-negative shadow prices, the flowgate would be an option in the sense that payments would never be negative. Of course, we can see that like the PTP option formulation of an FTR, the flowgate option would then not provide a perfect hedge for a point-to-point transaction.

The consistent formulation of the flowgate rights would define each constraint as a flowgate, but there would be no requirement to match to \( \nabla K_y \left( y^*, u^* \right) \delta \) or select all the elements of \( f \). The design would leave it to the market participants to decide on how much of a right to purchase and on which flowgates.

These flexible features are necessary since in all but the most trivial cases it would be virtually impossible to determine ex ante the shift factors that would apply in the actual dispatch at any time in the future. Further, the dimensionality of the shift factors can be enormous. The illustrative examples used in policy discussions always refer to a handful of flowgates, which seems manageable. However, in the complete formulation for a real system, the number of “flowgates” could easily reach hundreds of thousands, reflecting the combinatorial problem of many constraints, with every constraint different in every monitored contingency. Ex post, the actual dispatch would find relative few of these constraints actually limiting, otherwise it would be impossible to solve the dispatch problem. But ex ante we do not know which of the few constraints would be limiting, and the full dimensionality of the constraints would come into play for long-term rights.

Early optimism that the number of possible binding constraints would be small and easy to identify in advance has faded, but not disappeared. Hence, market participants might be able to choose only a few flowgate rights and provide an adequate,

---

albeit less than perfect, hedge for transmission schedules. But in this case, the consensus has become that the unhedged portion of congestion costs would be just that—unhedged. There would be no socialization of congestion charges.\(^{14}\)

An attraction of the flowgate approach is the ability to trade rights in different flowgates without having to limit transactions to the given configuration of PTP options or obligations. However, an inherent cost of this attractive flexibility would be the need to anticipate how the actual system would operate on the day and acquire a very large and changing number of flowgate rights in order to hedge a single point-to-point transaction.

There are other details that arise in defining the rights. However, it is possible to develop a common framework that is general enough to incorporate all these definitions of FTR formulations. This suggests using all four types at the same time.\(^{15}\) An advantage of this approach is that the market, not the market designers, could choose whatever combination provided the best package of rights for their own transactions. Other things being equal, the do-everything design would be a dominant solution. However, other things are never equal. It would not be very expensive to set up the tariffs and systems to accommodate all four types of FTRs, but it would not be free. And it is not yet clear that it is practical to solve the associated auction or allocation problem for all four rights without imposing substantial limits on the eligible flowgates. Regulators should be cautious about creating expectations about the viability of the do-everything strategy.

Given the simplicity and success with PTP obligations, another market design strategy emerges. Start with what we know works, take no action that precludes an expanded definition up to the do-everything approach, and implement the design expansions as resources, experience and market demand dictate.

Happily, this common sense approach is exactly the policy offered by FERC in the SMD NOPR. Starting with financial congestion hedges, the design strategy is summarized as:

“We propose that Congestion Revenue Rights be made available first in the form of receipt point-to-delivery point obligation rights, which we propose to mandate now, and later in the form of receipt point-to-delivery point option rights and flowgate rights.”\(^{16}\)

This strategy is commendable. It takes the lead on what is most urgent, but remains agnostic about how far to go. It may be that once market participants become familiar with PTP obligations, options won’t be much in demand. Or both PTP obligations and options would be needed and would solve all the problems, with flowgates failing to produce sufficient market interest. Or it might be that everything would have its place, and the flowgate approach could move into a workable implementation without socialization of costs or creation of perverse incentives.

\(^{14}\) The same principle should apply to marginal losses, which the flowgate model does not address.


Everyone can have a view on how far we might go, but that does not need to be decided at the beginning. About all that seems clear is that the PTP obligations would be part of the package, as this FTR type provides the only workable method to provide a perfect hedge on a simple energy transaction.

These FTRs in their various forms have other important properties not widely understood. Although further details are described elsewhere, three features of PTP obligations deserve mention in that they appear frequently to be misconstrued.

First, configuring PTP obligations is relatively simple. It has been asserted that such an allocation would require:

“… a process in which a set of all feasible (i.e., consistent with the transmission network) physical combinations of bilateral contracts between injection and receipt points is first calculated. The process of defining the feasible set must be conducted by the SO by performing a large set of simulations of the use of the network under various supply and demand conditions and contingencies (e.g. line outages) using load flow models. The process envisioned for defining the feasible set appears to be purely physical in the sense that the SO does not rely on prices or other valuation procedures to define the set of feasible rights.”

This would be an onerous task were it required. However, it is not. The misconception may flow from the long history of utilities attempting to assign physical rights that were to apply for long periods of time. In order to guarantee the physical rights, it was necessary to do just as described, and the simulation wars were endless because it was always possible to find some pattern of possible future demand and a contingency where the new rights would be infeasible. By contrast, a great simplification of the PTP obligation as a financial right is that in order to check feasibility of any particular set of awards, the simulation is reduced to a check of a contingency constrained load flow, for which software is readily available. Furthermore, the PTP awards are made regularly through an auction process that uses a characterization of the constraints, not an enumeration of the feasible set. Hence, allocating PTP obligations through an auction does not require anything much more than the same calculations as in a regular economic dispatch, a familiar and well understood problem. This auction software is in regular use for just this purpose in PJM and New York.

Second, revenue adequacy does not depend strictly on maintaining feasibility of the FTRs for every short-term configuration of the grid and load pattern. For example, shift factors can change under different operating conditions. One analysis described this feature of PTP FTRs in accommodating changes in shift factors as "[shift factor] insurance." There was an assertion that "...the cost to other market participants or to the ISO of fulfilling the obligations inherent in this insurance could be very large, and might

---

18 The first development of PTP obligations arose in an attempt to solve this problem.
have a substantial impact on the ISO's uplift charge in later years.\textsuperscript{19} This conjecture may flow from an assumption that changes in shift factors would necessarily make the FTRs infeasible, thereby exposing the system operator to some inappropriate financial risk. To be sure, investment in the grid as well as changed operating conditions could have a significant effect on shift factors. But this need not affect revenue adequacy.

The explanation for grid investment appears below. As for grid operations with any given topology of the grid, changing the control settings for phase angle regulators or switching lines in or out need not create any financial exposure despite the resulting change in shift factors. In particular, to ensure revenue adequacy under market equilibrium it is sufficient that the FTRs be feasible for some value of the transmission parameters that are under the control of the system operator, $\hat{u} \in U$. It is not necessary that the FTRs would be feasible at the current optimal setting of the transmission parameters, $u^\ast$. Hence, the FTRs might not be feasible at the current settings required in the economic dispatch solution, but as long as they would still be feasible with some possible control settings, there would be revenue adequacy. In addition, infeasibility of the FTRs is a necessary but not sufficient condition for violation of revenue adequacy. In other words, almost by definition, revenue inadequacy of the FTRs requires both that there is no available transmission control parameter setting that would make the FTRs feasible and that the FTRs would provide a preferred schedule at the current prices. This is possible but unlikely without the unexpected loss of a major facility. Revenue adequacy is not always guaranteed, but the conditions for revenue adequacy are not as brittle as often assumed.

Changes in grid conditions that could lead to the revenue inadequacy of FTRs must be limited to those conditions that are outside the control of the system operator (such as lines falling down) which the system operator otherwise would reverse in order to accommodate the preferred FTR schedule. Such events do occur, but these do not describe all or even the most important conditions that result in changed distribution factors. The actual practice of who bears the risk in the case of such revenue inadequacy is different in different implementations, and could be connected to the discussion of incentives for the transmission owner responsible for line maintenance.\textsuperscript{20}

A third misconception is related to the effect of contingency constraints.\textsuperscript{21} In a representative instance, a discussion of an example illustrating the effects of transmission line outages in a network asserts:

"Whether it is an efficient investment will depend on the benefit of the link during contingencies like these (and others when it is valuable), the costs of the link during conditions when it is not ‘needed’ and leads to an inefficient dispatch, and the cost of the investment. It is clear that non-contingent transmission rights cannot be defined properly to capture the


\textsuperscript{21} A contingency refers to the possible loss of a major line or other facility in the system.
varying valuations of a transmission investment under the many contingencies that characterize real electric power networks and provide the right incentives to support efficient investments. Only contingent rights provide the proper incentives.”

This comment and its accompanying examples appear to imply that a constraint induced by a lost transmission line applies only when the line is actually lost. However, this is not the way security-constrained dispatch operates. A principal reason that networks contain highly meshed system is to preserve reliability in the case of contingent events. The events themselves do not happen very often. However, when the contingencies do occur the power flow redistributes automatically as long as there are loops or parallel paths. The adjustment is so quick that it is generally not possible to redispact the system. Hence, to keep the lights on, before the contingency occurs the dispatch must be set so that if the contingency would occur the resulting power flows would still be feasible. This is the essence of “n-1” contingency-constrained dispatch. If one out of the “n” facilities is lost, the constraints would still be met. Therefore, the contingency of a line out always applies as a constraint in the dispatch, even though the line may seldom be out.

The definition of FTRs already accounts for this contingency effect, as does the security constrained economic dispatch. This is the main reason that there are hundreds of thousands of constraints in $K$. The FTR simultaneous feasibility test means precisely that the FTRs would still be feasible in the event of any of the possible contingencies. Of course, in the relative small percentage of time that the contingency actually occurs, the dispatch either reduces to ignoring other contingencies for a brief period until the line can be restored or the FTRs might then be infeasible. Dealing with these occasions is an important issue, but it is second order compared to the problems of the normal contingency constrained dispatch. Most of the time is spent and most of the congestion cost appears during normal operation of the security-constrained dispatch and the many contingency constraints. And for these purposes the FTRs already recognize and accommodate the effects of the monitored contingencies.

The effect and intent of the FTRs is to create a property right that makes electricity more like other markets. It is not possible to craft physical rights that achieve this objective. But with the essential coordinated spot market in place, the FTRs provide the economic instrument that would be equivalent to a perfectly tradable physical right. These FTRs could play a prominent role in the market design for transmission investment.

---


23  Besides actual outages, other factors ranging from temperature to magnetic disturbances from the sun can influence transmission capacity. Again, these are real effects but not as significant as outage contingency constraints.
TRANSMISSION INVESTMENT

The motivation for developing FTRs addressed the need for long-term rights that would be compatible with the short-term electricity market. In addition to providing hedges for the users of the existing network, these FTRs can play a role in the design of transmission markets to include market-driven investment in the transmission system.

Citing the work of the Department of Energy, the FERC has been concerned with a need for more transmission investment and pursuing the design of a market for transmission investments in conjunction with the SMD.

“The recent DOE National Grid Study documented the problems resulting from recent under-investment in transmission infrastructure and identified a number of causes. Among the causes were the lack of regional planning and coordination of transmission needs and siting issues.”

The subject of transmission expansion is important and recognized as a complex problem in electricity restructuring throughout the world. In some special cases, such as for England and Wales, there is a single transmission monopoly over the whole grid, and this special feature allows market designs that are interesting but may not travel well. In the United States, multiple transmission owners, independent transmission providers, and strong interactions among these entities in the same grid limit any application of a simple monopoly approach.

With publication of the SMD NOPR, FERC launched a vigorous discussion of alternative models for transmission investment. To (over)simplify for the moment, it is useful to think of this discussion centering on the optimal mix of two approaches. At one end of the spectrum we have merchant transmission investment, which might be defined in the minimalist sense as market participants making transmission investments in response to market incentives. The merchant transmission investment would be voluntary. The investment cost would not be included in rate base or other mandatory charges. The benefits for the merchant investor would include an award of incremental FTRs created by the investment. At the other end of the spectrum would be regulated investment. This would be much like traditional transmission investment, with cost recovery through mandatory charges subject to regulatory approval. Under the FERC

27 For an exceptionally rich discussion, see Fiona Woolf, Global Transmission Expansion: Recipes for Success, Penn Well, Tulsa, OK, 2003.
29 Other rights might accompany transmission expansions. This is particularly the case for designs that include Installed Capacity (ICAP) markets or their equivalent. Here we exclude consideration of these ICAP markets. Either the ICAP markets will persist, and would have to be integrated with the analysis here, or ICAP markets will wither and the present analysis of an energy only market would suffice.
plan, this would include an evaluation to identify the beneficiaries for cost assignment. This latter type of “participant funding” is important, but not the main concern of the present discussion. \(^\text{30}\)

**Hybrid Model**

The SMD NOPR began the conversation, and the immediate reaction was all over the map. At one end of the spectrum, there was an assertion that the FERC’s “… approach seems to be based on the assumption that we can rely primarily on ‘private initiative’ to bring forth needed transmission capacity and views ‘market driven’ decisions as the ‘fundamental mechanism’ to provide efficient levels of transmission investment. Thus it appears that the Commission has in mind a regime in which the bulk of future transmission investment will be realized by ‘merchant transmission projects’ that would be supported financially through congestion revenues.” \(^\text{31}\) At the other end, was the reaction of potential merchant transmission investors that the evolving FERC rules would in fact foreclose any significant merchant transmission investment. \(^\text{32}\)

An alternative reading would be that FERC was more agnostic about an investment model that was still a work in progress. Clearly FERC intended to include merchant transmission investment that would be motivated by LMP prices and the opportunity to acquire incremental FTRs. \(^\text{33}\) But this is far from a commitment to rely solely or primarily on merchant investments. For example, from the SMD NOPR:

“The Commission proposes a pricing policy and process for recovering the costs of new transmission investment so as to develop the infrastructure needed to support competitive markets. The policy builds on the price signals provided by the proposed spot market design. However, there are cases where LMP price signals alone will not encourage all beneficial transmission investments. Therefore, we propose to require market participants to participate in a regional process to identify the most efficient and effective means to maintain reliability and eliminate critical transmission constraints.” \(^\text{34}\)

This could be read as a policy with a “fundamental mechanism” that is “market driven” in responding to price signals made transparent by the core features of the SMD, but neither dependent on merchant investment to provide all transmission investment, nor seeking to have most investments handled as regulated cost of service projects. The distinction is between (i) using the price and FTR information to identify transmission

---


\(^\text{33}\) FERC SMD NOPR, July 31, 2002, p. 194.

\(^\text{34}\) FERC SMD NOPR, July 31, 2002, p. 8.
investment opportunities, and (ii) relying solely on market initiatives to make the investment. This interpretation is further reinforced by many other parts of the SMD NOPR. For instance:

“After Standard Market Design is fully implemented, … [t]here will still remain a significant need for a regional planning process to supplement private "ground up" investment decisions. The regional planning process is intended to supplement these private investment decisions, not supplant them. The regional planning process must provide a review of all proposed projects to assess whether the project would create loop flow issues that must be resolved on a regional basis. In addition, because of the externalities involved, there may be no private investment sponsor for some projects that would benefit the region.” 35

Hence, one reading of the SMD NOPR is that locational prices provide the signals, but the benefits of reduced congestion and FTRs may not be sufficient to support investment in all cases. 36 The goal is to define a workable hybrid model that could accommodate both merchant and regulated transmission investment.

This is an important but difficult strategy. As is generally acknowledged, “[m]ixing regulated and unregulated activities that are (effectively) in competition with one another is always a very challenging problem.” 37 If there is to be a hybrid model, a principal task would be to draw a line that would mark the boundary between merchant and regulated investment. Perhaps the most urgent expression of this challenge can be found in a paper by National Grid raising a series of questions that it sees as “weighty and complex issues.” 38 The complex issues require careful and explicit attention, and are not likely to be addressed well in a series of piecemeal decisions. A quite real danger is that seemingly innocuous early decisions might have implications that reach further than FERC intended in the narrow context.

Merchant Transmission Challenges

There are many challenges in designing a market to include merchant transmission investment. “Complete reliance on market incentives for transmission investment would be unlikely as a practical matter and is subject to a number of theoretical challenges.” 39 The intent here is not to discuss or dispose of all the

36 Transmission investment would produce other benefits than FTRs, so support through the exp post value of FTRs is not strictly necessary.
38 See the appendix below for details of National Grid’s questions.
difficulties, many of which have been discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{40} Rather the intention is to highlight the most important problems and consider what these imply about any line to be drawn between merchant and regulated transmission investment.

An initial task is to put the problem in context in terms of the criteria for evaluating market design components. An operating assumption here is that there is a tradeoff between imperfect markets and imperfect regulation. At present, there is no first-best solution available at either extreme to guarantee perfect economic efficiency in transmission investments. This should affect the form of argument. It should not be sufficient to reject a design feature simply because under some conditions this design element alone would not produce the most efficient solution. Uniformly applied, this one-handed comparison would reject all proposals, including the status quo. Rather, the hybrid approach looks to a portfolio of methods that can work concurrently with tolerable friction in addressing most investment opportunities.

Typically expansive lists of the challenges to merchant transmission investment include distinct classes of problems.\textsuperscript{41} Problems that have been solved. Problems that apply in any market, or at least any regulated market. Problems that pertain especially to transmission, but are of second order importance. Problems that are significant and possibly insurmountable for merchant investment alone.

As discussed above, examples of (substantially) solved problems include characterizing auctions for FTRs, dealing with changing shift factors, and accommodating contingency conditions that appear in security-constrained dispatch. Another example is the preservation of the feasibility of existing FTRs in the presence of transmission investment that changes the configuration of the grid. In practice and in theory, an elegant and simple set of expansion rules merely defines the incremental FTRs, including counterflow, to guarantee feasibility by construction.\textsuperscript{42} Existing rights would be unaffected, perhaps through the device of having expansion FTRs include an FTR obligation in the reverse direction that nets out with an existing FTR.

Examples of problems that apply to any market would include the distortions from efficiency that arise through information asymmetries and agency problems. The SMD with its reliance on independent transmission providers, separate independent transmission companies, and decentralized market participants, all operating in a highly interconnected and interdependent grid, is rife with these conditions. For example, it remains to be seen how in the long-run to maintain incentives for good performance by the system operator. As important as these problems may be, it is not clear how they would alter the line between merchant and regulated transmission investment. They are not the focus of discussion here. Rather, a goal in thinking about design of transmission markets is that transmission could become more like these other markets, where we have


\textsuperscript{41} For example, see Paul Joskow and Jean Tirole, “Merchant Transmission Investment,” MIT Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research, February 10, 2003.

only imperfect solutions even absent the special complications of electricity transmission. It would be real progress if these were the problems of major concern.

Problems that apply to transmission, but are of second order importance, would include the contingent nature of transmission capacity as a function of temperature, wind speed, thunderstorms, solar magnetic disturbances, and so on. These random conditions can affect transmission capacity, but the impact is typically small and transitory compared to the potential of contingency constraints and changing load patterns. Further, it is not clear how or if these facts could provide much guidance on how to draw a line between merchant and regulated transmission investment.

The most prominent examples of problems that are significant and possibly insurmountable for merchant investment arise from economies of scale and scope. In the presence of such effects, investment in transmission expansion might both expand transmission capacity and have a material effect on market prices. The investment might be economic because the savings in total operating costs could be more than the investment cost, but the resulting value of the FTRs at the new locational prices would not be greater than the investment cost. By contrast, if the transmission investments could be made in small increments relative to the size of the market as a whole, they should have a minimal effect on market prices. In this case of no or small returns-to-scale, acquisition of the financial transmission rights could provide the right market incentive. Prices after the modular expansion would not be materially different than before, even though there would an increase in capacity and throughput. The FTRs would provide the hedge against transmission prices, and for the investor the arbitrage opportunity in the spot market would be sufficient to justify the investment. But with significant returns to scale, prices might change substantially and for everyone, and everyone would wait for somebody else to make the investment. With everyone waiting for the free ride, the investment would never come. This could be important, and it could be the central issue in drawing a line between merchant and regulated transmission investment.

**Slippery Slopes**

The need to draw a line between merchant and regulated transmission investment is fundamental, and its importance goes well beyond the matter of transmission. Failure could strike at the core of the SMD and electricity restructuring policy. More than is usual, here everything is connected to everything else.

The commonsense problem is that transmission investment does not occur in a vacuum. The choice is not between transmission or nothing. Typically investment in transmission is one alternative among many. In addition to transmission coupled with distant generation, there is local generation or demand-side investment. Both of the latter investments could reconfigure, reduce or eliminate the supposed need for a transmission investment. In the case of a merchant investment, investors would make the investment
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choices and take the business risk that alternatives might later alter the value of the investment.

In the case of regulated investment, it is regulators that would make the choice and typically the customer that would take the bulk of the risk flowing from the regulators’ choice. It follows, therefore, that the regulator will be under pressure to be explicit about these tradeoffs and investment risks.

This will present the regulator with a slippery slope problem. By definition, regulated investment shifts the risks and provides cost recovery mechanisms not available to the merchant investor. Absent a bright line between merchant and regulated transmission investment, there will be enormous and justifiable pressure on the regulator to consider the alternatives and to put them on the same playing field of reduced risk and mandatory collection through rate base or similar regulated mechanisms. Soon the intended modest domain of planning for and funding regulated transmission expansion would expand to include integrated resource planning and funding for competing generation and demand-side investments.

Absent a demarcation between merchant and regulated investments, there is no logical or principled stopping point down this slippery slope. The end point would be with all investment in transmission, generation and demand defaulting to regulated investment with mandatory charges levied outside the market mechanism in order to provide subsidies or guarantee revenue collection. Therefore, a poor design for transmission investment is a threat to the entire premise of the SMD. The end state could be a recreation of the central regulatory decision problems that motivated electricity restructuring in the first place. But now the central regulator would be FERC and its handmaidens at the ITPs, replacing the old utilities and their state regulators.

This concern for bad market design leading down the slippery slope cannot be easily dismissed. The logic is compelling, and it has already happened in the context of California. Although the California proposals were swept away first by FERC’s revulsion at “fundamental flaws” in the original California market design and then the implosion of the California crisis, California was well along in developing just such a central procurement process that would provide ratepayer funded cost recovery for generation and demand investments that were alternatives to transmission investment. Further, the SMD NOPR appears to propose exactly this type of integrated resource procurement process. The terse discussion in the NOPR does not play out the implications of a single sentence (in paragraph 348), but such a mandate would have far-reaching implications. Once we socialize costs for some erstwhile market decisions, more

46 CAISO tariff proposed Amendment 24 Docket No. ER00-866-000 (Revised Long Term Grid Planning), December 21, 1999.
follow, and market choices are replaced as formalized integrated resource development soon appears again on the agenda of the regulator.  

A Portfolio of Merchant and Regulated Projects

The FERC’s principal tool for coordinating the portfolio of transmission investments is through the planning protocol required of every RTO. However, as this plan moves from guidance to prescription, more than good engineering analysis would be required. To avoid the problem of the slippery slope, any electricity market design needs an economic rule to distinguish merchant from regulated investment. The conversation took several new turns with the release of the SMD NOPR.

Before the SMD NOPR, virtually all the action on this front was in the design of the New York market and the rules of the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO). The New York system for merchant transmission investment was launched at the beginning in 1999 much in keeping with the eventual outline of the SMD NOPR. The core features of the coordinated spot market and FTRs provide the market setting. Transmission expansion by merchant investors would result in the award of long-term FTRs, but without any guarantee of transmission investment cost recovery.49 There was a process for deciding on reliability, as opposed to economic, transmission expansion.50

The subsequent work at the NYISO has gone much further in dealing with the practical steps for supporting merchant investment and awarding incremental FTRs.51 This itself is a difficult problem in the context of long-term awards for expansions without a complete set of long-term FTRs for the existing grid. Similar problems arise in trying to use the FTRs to create incentives for better maintenance as envisioned in the SMD NOPR.52 However, the transmission market design model is well advanced in New York.

Notably, driven in part by history and by its unique status as a single state entity, the NYISO tariff deferred to the state regulator the bulk of the process for deciding on traditional regulated transmission investments. The role of the NYISO is primarily as the information producer conducting studies and evaluations of proposed expansions. But, most importantly, the NYISO does not have the authority to mandate regulated investment for reasons of economics alone.

48 The reader will notice that the same logic applies to any intervention that socializes costs while competing with market forces.


50 This distinction between reliability and economics presents another problematic topic separate from the focus of the present discussion.


The NYISO tariff supports merchant transmission investment and allows for regulated transmission investment on the initiative of the transmission owners and with the approval of the New York Public Service Commission. However, the NYISO tariff does not envision a process for requiring transmission owners to make regulated investments for economic purposes. Nor does the NYISO tariff consider mandating regulated investments in demand or generation alternatives to transmission. In its comments on the SMD NOPR, the NYISO expressed reservations about imposing such mandates and recreating “integrated resource planning” in the guise of a transmission expansion protocol.53

Development of rules for merchant transmission investment has taken longer in PJM, and the process has gone further in the direction of pushing the ISO to play a central decision role in mandating regulated transmission investment. The basic outlines of these developments flow from a few key directions from FERC and responses by PJM. These have produced substantial debate among PJM stakeholders and would have profound effects on the “complex issues” that could affect all markets under the SMD.

Initially, PJM was inclined towards an approach similar to the New York model. However, FERC directed that “… the planning process should also focus on identifying projects that expand trading opportunities, better integrate the grid, and alleviate congestion that may enhance generator market power. The PJM ISO planning process appears to be driven more by the particular needs of TOs in serving their traditional retail customers than in fostering competitive markets. Consequently, we will require PJM … to specify an RTO planning process that gives full consideration to all market perspectives and identifies expansions that are critically needed to support competition as well as reliability needs.”54

There may have been some ambiguity about the degree to which FERC’s charge “to support competition” implied also mandating regulated investments for economic purposes. This ambiguity was resolved in a subsequent FERC order that clearly indicates “to support competition” means investment for economic purposes.55 In the concern for showing progress on transmission investment, therefore, these FERC directives have pushed PJM from the role of information provider towards the precipice of the slippery slope of mandating regulated transmission investments for economic purposes, with no demarcation as yet to prevent slipping into the role of full blown integrated resource planning and procurement.

The unintended consequence is a system of rules that if implemented could virtually eliminate merchant transmission investment incentives and require central

procurement of generation and demand alternatives. As envisioned in its filing with FERC in response to these directives, PJM proposed a procedure with an initial screen that would identify “unhedgeable” congestion.\textsuperscript{56} Although the term was not formally defined, the expectation and intent was that this category would cover all electricity demand that did not have direct access to inexpensive generation either locally or at a distance coupled with existing FTRs.\textsuperscript{57} In effect, therefore, this category would include virtually every transmission expansion that could possibly be of interest to anybody. This would be a screen but it would only screen out that load that already had FTRs or low cost local generation sources.

For this “unhedgeable at a low price” congestion, the second step would be to perform a cost-benefit study to see if a transmission investment would be economic in the sense that the reduced congestion cost would be greater than the cost of the investment. For the unhedgeable congestion that passes the economic benefit test, the proposal envisions a one year period during which competitive merchant transmission or other investments could be made to remove the unhedgeable congestion. If at the end of the year, no market solutions have been forthcoming, PJM would require the transmission upgrade as a regulated investment by one or more of the existing transmission owners.\textsuperscript{58}

The PJM proposal includes language expressing its intent that “PJM’s planning process thus will allow for competition among all possible alternative solutions for transmission congestion, including generation, merchant transmission and demand response measures.”\textsuperscript{59} However, it is hard to see how this could be true once implemented. In essence, the proposal would confront all the potential beneficiaries of the transmission investment with the following choice: Invest now and pay all the cost yourself, or wait a year and have much the same benefits with the costs rolled in with transmission access charges for everyone in the region. Unless there is a very good match in identifying the beneficiaries and assigning the costs under the principle of participant funding, it is difficult to see how the choice would be other than to wait.\textsuperscript{60} At best, if the investment had no impact on prices, but only expanded transmission capacity, the value of transmission rights would be unaffected at the margin and most customers would be just indifferent. This could produce a narrow or vanishing field for merchant transmission investment.

The PJM proposal does not mention the possibility that the ISO might also have to mandate generation or demand investments as an alternative to transmission expansion, and socialize the cost of these investments accordingly. But under the circumstances, it is not hard to see this as the next step down the slippery slope. In addition, the PJM plan and the SMD NOPR avoid the question of what should happen when the market has a different view of the value of transmission expansion. The default

\textsuperscript{56} PJM LLC, “Transmittal Letter,” Docket No. RT01-2-00-, March 20, 2003, pp. 5-6.
\textsuperscript{57} Andy Ott, PJM, Personal communication, March 28, 2003.
\textsuperscript{60} This observation comes from Roy Shanker.
proposed is the same central planning default as under the old model of utility regulation. The central planner will be forced to proceed while spending other people’s money (the customers’). We would not have the advantage intended for electricity restructuring that investments would be dominated by choices made when participants were spending their own money.

Apparently the unintended consequence of the pressure from FERC would be to drive the investment process away from market solutions. There might be better and more open information in prices and the values of FTRs flowing from the core of the SMD design, but the investment process would be progressively driven to central control and funding through a new broad regulatory process evolving under the rubric of transmission expansion. Like New York, PJM and everyone else should be asking FERC to reconsider before they slide much further down this particularly slippery slope.

A Line Between Merchant and Regulated Investment

The logic driving FERC is understandable. But the resulting direction of policy on merchant transmission could undermine most of what FERC is trying to accomplish in the SMD. Something else is needed.

A critical task it seems would be to modify the rule for drawing the line between merchant and regulated investment. A modest proposal is to leverage the principal problem for merchant transmission investment into a solution. In particular, as discussed above, transmission investments that would produce large and pervasive changes in market prices present particularly severe problems for merchant investment. Pervasive change in prices would apply to many beneficiaries, so it would be hard for the market to prevent free-riding. And large changes in prices would make the ex post value of incremental FTRs much lower at the margin, so low that the FTRs alone would not be sufficient to support the investment. In these cases, only large coalitions would be able to justify a merchant transmission investment, and these coalitions would be difficult to assemble. The alternative then would be to turn to a regulated investment that, in effect, compels participation in the coalition.

A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for this large and pervasive impact on market prices is that the investment is inherently large and lumpy. Not all lumpy investments are big enough to make a big impact on the market, but anything that is lumpy and makes a big impact on the market would be difficult to organize as a merchant investment. This argument then suggests a decision rule that would draw a line between merchant and regulated transmission investment. Regulated transmission investment would be limited to those cases where the investment is inherently large relative to the size of the relevant market and inherently lumpy in the sense that the only reasonable implementation would be as a single project like a tunnel under a river. Further, "large" would be defined as large enough to have such an impact on market prices that the ex

post value of incremental FTRs and other explicit transmission products could not justify the investment. Everything else would be left to the market.

In evaluating regulated transmission investments, this rule would still be subject to the inevitable pressure to consider generation and demand alternatives that would compete with the regulated investment. However, the same rule would apply to these investments as well. The only generation and demand alternatives that would be included as a mandate and funded through regulated collection mechanisms would be those that were also both inherently large and inherently lumpy. Since relatively few such generation and demand investments would have this characteristic, the line would demarcate the difference between merchant and regulated investments and prevent a slide back into centralized integrated resource procurement. This rule would also recognize that the large network externalities that apply to transmission and frustrate market-driven transmission investments do not generally apply to generation and demand-side investments.

Even though many individually small investments in generation and demand could aggregate to compete with a large lumpy transmission investment, there would be no need to include these in the regulated system. For if it were true that small generation and demand investments would be economic, then there would be no market failure and no need to mandate the investment. The benefits would be easy to capture and prices would provide the needed incentive. The same would apply for small scale transmission investments that would not have a major effect on market prices. In the event that the small investments were not being made, the presumption would be that they were simply not economic, with the market coming to a different conclusion than the cost-benefit analysis of the ISO. In that case, the ISO rules would respect the market’s judgment.

This decision rule would be similar in spirit to the PJM proposal to limit attention to “unhedgeable” congestion, but would draw a line that would not require the ISO to make judgments about the price that would define the difference between hedgeable and unhedgeable congestion. It would also be in keeping with the spirit of the NYISO and others to avoid as much as possible any requirement to mandate economic investments in generation and demand. The only exceptions that would require a regulatory mandate would be those cases that have an inherent logic of the same type as large, lumpy transmission expansions.

Applying this rule would require someone to define the criteria and execute the evaluations to determine the effects on market prices and make a judgment about when these are large and the investments lumpy. Although not trivial, this would seem a smaller task than the requirement to do a cost-benefit analysis of the investment. The developing experience in Australia provides important information about the issues and problems that arise in such cost-benefit analyses to evaluate regulated investments. Importantly, Australia's market design does not include critical elements of the FERC standard market design such as nodal pricing and a full system of PTP-FTRs. Hence, the Australian model would not be necessarily transferable to the U.S. under SMD. The Australian regulatory test does not include an explicit test of market failure and in effect relies on timing and sequencing rules for regulated investments to avoid preempting or distorting unregulated investments. Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, “Discussion Paper: Review of the Regulatory Test,” (www.accc.gov.au), February 5, 2003. Bruce Mountain and Geoff Swier,
information required would be a subset of the cost-benefit study already envisioned. The details would matter, but making this judgment call seems an easier task for the ISO than taking on the much harder problem of selecting virtually all investments in a central planning function.

Drawing this line between merchant and regulated investment would be about as clean and clear as could be expected for any principled approach based on the broader market design. Merchant investment could proceed as PJM intends with “competition among all possible alternative solutions.” Regulated investment would be mandated under the special conditions that appear most important in creating market failures that would foreclose a market solution. To be sure, there would be a middle ground where “it would be difficult to distinguish between a project that was simply uneconomic and which the market had rightly rejected and a project that was needed, but the market had failed to profit from the opportunity to build it.”\(^{63}\) By construction, this circumstance would imply that no market failure had been identified, only that the market and the ISO disagreed about the market evaluation. Then the burden of proof would lean against these investments as part of the tradeoff needed to maintain a market at all.

**Other Challenges**

Drawing a line to demarcate a workable boundary between merchant and regulated transmission investment is the most important challenge. However, there are others that should occupy the continuing debate. How best to provide incentives for good maintenance? How should we handle investments for reliability, voltage support, or other services not explicitly priced in the market? What limitations, if any, should apply to affiliates of regulated transmission companies that want to make merchant investments? What expansion obligations should accompany merchant investments? Who should have access to acquire the rights for “embedded” upgrades of the existing network, and at what cost? What should be done with merchant projects that later apply for regulatory treatment? What performance based incentives should be crafted for operation of the existing grid?

These topics and more could be considered with some deliberation, because they do not strike at the core of the SMD. However, the problem of the slippery slope is more urgent.

**CONCLUSION**

It should come as no surprise that regulation of a mixed system is harder than being fully in charge of everything. The challenge for regulators is to design rules that set the right incentives and that mesh well within a coherent design. The SMD NOPR

---

achieves a great deal in this regard. However, vigilance is required to guard against seemingly good ideas that would produce bad outcomes. The argument here is that FERC’s early guidance on transmission expansion policy presents such a case. The proposed solution outlined in the present paper draws a line between merchant and regulated investment that would support FERC’s goals and reinforce rather than undermine the SMD.
APPENDIX

National Grid USA Questions on Merchant and Regulated Transmission

In the context of an application by Conjunction for a proposed merchant transmission investment in New York, National Grid USA raised a series of questions that arise in considering the relative roles of merchant and regulated transmission investment:

“Below is a partial listing of the myriad complex issues raised in those proceedings by National Grid, other parties and the Commission itself and also likely to be raised by Conjunction’s proposed merchant transmission line:

- What role, if any, should merchant transmission have in meeting Commission’s overarching goal of satisfying the critical needs for investments to expand the integrated transmission system to ensure a robust transmission grid to support competitive wholesale electricity markets? How does the Commission plan to resolve the real-world issues raised by TransGrid based on the Australian experience with merchant transmission regarding (a) the amount of investment merchant transmission can be expected to attract; (b) the impact that it will have on investment in regulated transmission; and (c) other operational and planning concerns about the coexistence of merchant transmission and regulated transmission within the same transmission grid?

- Should the regional planning process encompass both reliability and economic upgrades to the transmission grid, since the two are largely indistinguishable, and if so, how should merchant transmission projects be folded into that process and/or the generator interconnection queue?

- What type of “transmission rights” (physical or financial) does Conjunction intend to sell at negotiated rates? If they are physical rights over the proposed controllable HVDC line, which they appear to be, can they be integrated with minimal disruption into a financially based market design such as the one employed by NYISO and contemplated under SMD?

- What regulatory precautions are needed to ensure that merchant transmission providers such as Conjunction follow through on their commitment to assume all market risks for their projects and do not later attempt (a) to shift such risks onto customers of regulated transmission; (b) to exchange their merchant status for a regulated utility status; (c) to block needed transmission upgrade projects that may tend to undermine the value of the transmission rights sold by the merchant provider; or (d) assert market power?

- What responsibility should Conjunction bear for the cost of upgrades to the existing transmission grid that are necessary to ensure the safe and reliable interconnection of Conjunction’s proposed merchant transmission line?
These weighty and complex issues are only tangentially related to Conjunction’s request for authority to sell transmission rights at negotiated rates, and National Grid certainly does not expect that the Commission would resolve these issues in the present case. To the contrary, the Commission should resolve these issues in the pending rulemaking proceedings where they first arose and where the national debate has produced an extensive record on which to base such a decision.”

Endnote:


64 National Grid USA, “Motion To Intervene And Comments Of National Grid USA,” Conjunction, L.L.C., Docket No. ER03-452-000, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Washington DC, February 18, 2003, pp. 4-5.